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The Search
Dolorean

artist: Dolorean

Dolorean emerged from sleepy Silverton, OR, in 1999, after guitarist/vocalist Al
James
invited Standard keyboard enthusiast Jay Clarke to play on a slew of his quiet,
avant
folk home recordings. Sudden Oak, the duo s debut EP, appeared that same year,
and
Dolorean began playing out.

Source: http://www.allmusic.com/cg/amg.dll?p=amg&sql=1:Dolorean

song: The Search
album: Violence In The Snowy Fields
tabbed by: FlorisB
capo 1 (without capo beneath)

D                  C
Surely, there is a mine for silver
    G                         D
And a place where they refine gold
               C
Iron, is taken from the hills
    G                        D
And copper is taken from the ground
                        C
So where s the place of understanding
    G                   D
And where can wisdom be found?
Am        G         C        D
Oh ho-oh, oh ho-oh, oh ho-oh oh
Am        G         C        D
Oh ho-oh, oh ho-oh, oh ho-oh oh

D                   C
No bird of prey has gazed upon it
G                  D
Nor falcons I have seen
                          Db
It s never been passed by a fierce lion
G                       D
Or trod upon by earthly beasts
                        C
So where s the place of understanding?
    G                   D
And where can wisdom be found?



Am        G         C        D
Oh ho-oh, oh ho-oh, oh ho-oh oh 
Am        G         C        D
Oh ho-oh, oh ho-oh, oh ho-oh oh 

solo: D C G D - D C G D

D            C
Pure gold cannot be traded for it
G                            D
Please don t mention crystal-ware
                C
Topaz of Africa cannot equal it
    G                      D
And fine pearls fail to compare
                        C
So where s the place of understanding?
    G                   D
And where can wisdom be found?
                       C
Wisdom is found in the fear of the Lord
    G                              D
And understanding those who depart from evil
                       C
Wisdom is found in the fear of the Lord
    G                              D
And understanding those who depart from evil
Am        G         C        D
Oh ho-oh, oh ho-oh, oh ho-oh oh
Am        G         C        D
Oh ho-oh, oh ho-oh, oh ho-oh oh

-----------------------------------
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Eb                 Db
Surely, there is a mine for silver
    Ab                        Eb
And a place where they refine gold
               Db
Iron, is taken from the hills
    Ab                       Eb
And copper is taken from the ground
                        Db
So where s the place of understanding
    Ab                  Eb



And where can wisdom be found?
Bbm       Ab        Db       Eb
Oh ho-oh, oh ho-oh, oh ho-oh oh
Bbm       Ab        Db       Eb
Oh ho-oh, oh ho-oh, oh ho-oh oh

Eb                  Db
No bird of prey has gazed upon it
Ab                 Eb
Nor falcons I have seen
                          Db
It s never been passed by a fierce lion
Ab                      Eb
Or trod upon by earthly beasts
                        Db
So where s the place of understanding?
    Ab                  Eb
And where can wisdom be found?
Bbm       Ab        Db       Eb
Oh ho-oh, oh ho-oh, oh ho-oh oh
Bbm       Ab        Db       Eb
Oh ho-oh, oh ho-oh, oh ho-oh oh

solo: Eb Db Ab Eb - Eb Db Ab Eb

Eb           Db
Pure gold cannot be traded for it
Ab                           Eb
Please don t mention crystal-ware
                Db
Topaz of Africa cannot equal it
    Ab                     Eb
And fine pearls fail to compare
                        Db
So where s the place of understanding?
    Ab                  Eb
And where can wisdom be found?
                       Db
Wisdom is found in the fear of the Lord
    Ab                             Eb
And understanding those who depart from evil
                       Db
Wisdom is found in the fear of the Lord
    Ab                             Eb
And understanding those who depart from evil

Bbm       Ab        Db       Eb
Oh ho-oh, oh ho-oh, oh ho-oh oh
Bbm       Ab        Db       Eb
Oh ho-oh, oh ho-oh, oh ho-oh oh


